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Modified cars and the rising price of petrol:

All tests have been conducted on a healthy NA engine and have been conducted to eliminate as many 
variables as possible. But as with any test anomaly's and errors may occur.

Intro:
Some people may believe that if you modify your car its going to drink more fuel. This is true for some mods 
but for most basic ones it is untrue and can save you gas since your engine doesn't have to work as hard for 

the same power.
 I'll also give some suggestions to keeping your fuel economy good but if you are reading this you most 

likely already know them.

Tests:
The tests were done on a rolling road dyno using low load mode, Fuel usage was measured using inbuilt 

data-logging as well as measuring the difference in the fuel cell.
The car tested was a EG9 b16a 155.XXXKs perfect compression in all cylinders no smoke or oil usage.

Mods tried include, exhaust, intake, Stock and tuned ECU, 91 and 95 octane fuel.
The stock exhaust wasn't entirety stock as it had a generic muffler as a stock one would be very blocked and 

the price for a new Honda one would to too expensive to justify.
A generic filter on the stock intake was used.

This test doesn't account for aerodynamics nor the weight of the car.
A older car in a less healthy condition would have worse results.

Results:
While we wanted to keep it as accurate as we could we measured the distance we got per 1L from the fuel 

cell. 30% load was used on the dyno and the car held at 100kph in 5th until 1L of fuel had been used.
Ks were measured with the dyno since its more accurate.

30% load is equivalent to 1.3 ton and tests had a max time of 30mins so the dynos brakes wouldn't over heat 
altho this wasn't a problem as the tests lasted 10-15mins. The air being feed into the radiator was around 

18C.

The ECU was reset between each test and left to idle for a while with new fuel to make its own adjustments.



Runs:

All Stock Parts:
Test 1A:

Stock intake/exhaust/Tune/91.
21.9Ks were reached on 91 octane.

26% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 1B:
Stock intake/exhaust/Tune/95

21.9Ks were reached on 95 octane.
26% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 2A:
Stock intake/exhaust/91.
Using a pre tuned map

23.1Ks were reached on 91 octane.
25% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 2B:
Stock intake/exhaust/95.
Using a pre tuned map

23.3Ks were reached using 95 octane.
25% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Modified Parts:
Test 3A:

stock exhaust/Tune/91.
Using Cold air intake.

22.1K were reached using 91 octane.
23% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 3B:
stock exhaust/Tune/95.
Using Cold air intake.

22.1K were reached using 95 octane.
23% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 4A:
stock exhaust/91.

Using Cold air intake.
Using a pre tuned map.

23.7K were reached using 91 octane.
22% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 4B:
stock exhaust/95.

Using Cold air intake.
Using a pre tuned map.

23.9K were reached using 95 octane.
22% throttle needed to maintain speed.



Test 5A:
stock Tune/91.

Using Cold air intake.
2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

22.6K were reached using 91 octane.
21% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 5B:
stock Tune/95.

Using Cold air intake.
2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

22.6K were reached using 95 octane.
21% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 6A:
91.

Using Cold air intake.
2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

Using a pre tuned map.
24.0K were reached using 91 octane.

21% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 6B:
95.

Using Cold air intake.
2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

Using a pre tuned map.
24.0K were reached using 95 octane.

21% throttle needed to maintain speed. 
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As you can see opening up the breathing of your engine creates more power so you use less throttle to 
maintain the same speed which overall lowers your fuel usage. This can be increased even further by getting 
your engine tuned. The pre created tunes used in this test had only been tuned for between 15-40% throttle 
which works out to 430-750mbar and were working in closed loop while the stock maps were working as 

normal off the stock 4 wire o2 sensor which was brand new as an older one may perform worse. With 
ignition tuning you could further increase the results but there wasn't enough time to test that. 

I suspect that would make 91 and 95 perform a lot more differently.

Suggestions:
So if you adapt your driving style you will save gas.

Also I've noticed from the tests that 91 octane doesn't give any better mileage unless your engine has been 
tuned for it. My tests in the past have shown the 95 has gotten more mileage than 91 so I don't know how to 

account for that, Maybe I subconsciously drove easier on the 95 in those tests as to justify the price.
Being that the EG9 runs a P30 with knock detection I assume it was making its own adjustments to timing 

altho there shouldn't be any knock with such low load.

Do's:
Keep your car clean:

Not only on the outside as this will improve aerodynamics but on the inside too since any rubbish you're 
carrying around is added weight.

Only carry what you need:
The more weight your car has the more energy it uses to keep it moving.

Keep your tires inflated to the recommended specification:
This is an often over looked thing. You should be checking your tires weekly since it can save you in the long 

run, Not only on new tires but on gas as well.

Keep your car well maintained:
This is another over looked thing, giving your car a service shouldn't be put aside, new oil and clean filters 

will help you save gas and should pay for them selfs in no time.

Leave early so you can drive in a normal smooth fashion:
If you need to be some where leave early that way you wont be rushing and you wont put your foot down, If 

anything you'll drive a bit slower so your not too early.



Don'ts:
Don't drive around on a check engine light:

If you're driving around with a CEL your ecu will be dumping more fuel in.
My ex-flatmates car is a perfect example, She drove around with CEL and would only get 280ks for a full 

tank. Then she went and blamed it saying “Hondas are bad on gas and they are slow and gay”

Don't fit large after-market spoilers:
If you don't have a need for one all its doing is adding wind resistance and weight.

Don't race between every set of lights:
There is no point racing between every set of lights, all you're doing is looking like a dick.

Don't use your car as a storage unit:
As I've already said more weight = more fuel usage.

Don't fit non-functional bonnet/roof scoops:
It's the same as a spoiler, adds wind resistance for no reason.

Don't do this:

Random Google Image

Other Comments:
I can't comment on what effect an after-market body kit would have as I haven't done any testing nor seen 

any wind tunnel tests with them.
I would assume that they would create more drag which would increase your fuel usage.

While lowing a car would create less drag and decrese your fuel useage.



Why Piggyback systems are useless:
Intro:

First off the title is a bit miss leading. They aren't completely useless and can be used well with good gains 
on lightly modded cars or cars that don't have any aftermarket tunability.

I've had a fair bit of experience with them but I wont claim I'm an expert. There are others out there that will 
swear by them. But my opinion on them is that you can get far better tunability using free software, Mainly 

BRE (OBD0) and Crome (OBD1). Then you just need to pay for your ecu to be chipped and dyno time 
which you'll be paying for anyway with a air fuel controller.

The good the bad and the ugly:

Good:
They do have some good points to them especially in newer types. Such as having read outs of RPM, Battery 

Voltage and features like shift lights and warnings. 

Bad:
This job should be done by specialised gauges, They mainly add these functions since they are cheap to add 

and let them raise the price over competing products with the promise of more features.

Ugly:
This info is shown on a tiny screen and you can't always view every bit of it requiring you to push a button to 

display another screen of data.
This could be disastrous if you were to operate while racing or even on the open road where a lapse in 

concentration could mean the end of your car not to mention your life.

Good:
They are extremely easy and quick to tune. Only requiring a wide-band O2 sensor and adjustable fuel 

pressure regulator.

Bad:
They have no control over ignition and other important parameters when tuning. Ill cover more on this under 

“HOW They Work:”

Ugly:
Running too much ignition timing can destroy an engine.

In effect they are lying to the ECU about the map sensors readings and this is one of the most important 
sensors for your tune.

Good:
They are easy to install.

Bad:
This is true if you get the adapter harness but I'v seen more installed without the harness then with it. And a 

lot of the time they haven't even been soldered in. They have just been installed with the wires twisted 
together then taped up.

Ugly:
When ever you chop the harness that wire has the potential to cause problems in the future when diagnosing 

a problem. I personally try to avoild chopping the harness at any time and if I do I make sure to have it 
cleanly soldered and heat wrapped with a nice red wrap so it can be identified easily in the future.



Notes:
I could go on forever with good/bad/ugly but instead ill limit it to these main points and get on with the rest of this post. 

How They Work:

It is quite simple how they work. They take a reading from RPM and MAP sensor. Then they change the 
signal of the MAP sensor to trick the ECU.

What they can do:

There is a lot they can't do but what they can do is remove fuel by telling the ecu that there is less air in the 
manifold then there really is.

______________

A stock Honda N/A ECU has 10 columns 1 for an extreme vacuum (This will be used when engine braking) 
to just above earth's atmosphere (which is usually 14.7 PSI but this changes with temp and location).

On tuning programs its displays as below.

Screen shot taken of Crome and d15b map.

When your car idles it will be between column 1 and 2 normally more in column 2. At wide open throttle it 
will be between 9 and B10 normally more in column 9.

RPM is down the left hand side.

What they   can't   do:  
They can't add fuel or independently change the ignition timing. Fuel has to be added by raising the fuel 

pressure with an adjustable fuel pressure regulator.
_______________

Just like fuel the Stock N/A ECU has the same layout for the ignition timing. This is measured in degrees 
before top dead center.



Its displayed like below.

Screen shot taken of Crome and d15b map.

So now that we know they can't add fuel or adjust the ignition timing independent lets talk about how they 
do there thing.

You take your adjustable fuel pressure regulator and turn the fuel pressure up a bit. 50 PSI for example. This 
most likely will cause places where its too rich so you will want to remove some fuel in this RPM range.

 When you have your foot flat it will be running down column 9 changing to each section as its closest to the 
RPM listed on the left.

Let's
Lets say the fuel is perfect from 500rpm to 5000rpm where it gets to rich until rev-limit at 8000rpm. We 

would take the air fuel controller and select the 5500rpm to 8000rpm then remove fuel there (displayed such 
as -10 on the controller) this would then tell the ECU there is less air in the manifold so it changes to column 
8, This would correct the fueling but as you can see in the above picture it would change the ignition timing 
as well. Instead of running 25.25 degrees in column 9 it would now be running 27.75 degrees in column 8.

There's no way to get around this since fueling and ignition are linked to the MAP sensor with the Stock NA 
ECU. Sure you can adjust this by retarding the dizzy but then any where you haven't adjusted with the air 

fuel controller will now be more retarded than the rest which will cause you to lose power.

Also there is another problem with air fuel controllers, They can't tune for anything other than wide open 
throttle since low load and high vac the ecu runs off the O2 sensor and makes adjustments to keep emissions 

down and save fuel.



Pricing:
While getting a air-fuel controller may look like a cheap option for tuning it isn't really that cheap and for the 

same price you could run something much better.

(Pricing is based off my research.)

To get a air-fuel controller you'll be paying.
$200 for second hand unit.

$80 for adjustable fuel pressure regulator.
$100 per hour dyno time.

$70 for tuners time.
So there is $450 dollars gone for a less than perfect way to tune your car this isn't including getting it wired 

up if you can't do this your self.

(This assumes that the tuner has there own rom emulator they will be using and will burn your final tune to a chip.)

Now to get a tune on BRE or Crome you'll be paying.
$100 to get your ecu socketed.

$100 per hour dyno time.
$100 for tuners time.

$20 chip.
So there $320 dollars gone on a better way to tune. $320 is a pretty rough figure since that there's a lot more 

you can tune with BRE or Crome so you should factor in that it could take 2 hours to tune which would work 
out at $420 but still cheaper and you'll have a car that will make more power with the same mods.

These prices are no way set in stone and each place would have there own pricing schemes.

Conclusion:
Im not saying that you shouldn't buy a air fuel controller. You can make more power over the stock 

unmodified ECU and your unlikely to blow your engine up if its tuned by someone who knows what they are 
doing.

What I am saying is you should think about running one of the free alternatives such as BRE or CROME. Or 
if you want to pay HONDATA or CROME Pro.

These are far better options for getting your Honda tuned and you'll make more power and be more happy in 
at the end of the day. 



Chipping Honda ECUs:
Tools:

Soldering iron (15watt works well for me)
De soldering braid

Solder sucker
Solder

multimeter

OBD0
Parts:

Chip 27SF256 or 27SF512 work well.
28 pin dip socket.

Chippable ECU:
PR3
PW0

Difficulty 3/10 

Method: Warm up your soldering iron.
Once warmed up take the de-soldering braid or solder sucker and remove the solder from the back of the 
stock chips pins so you can remove it. (A quicker and easier way is to just chop the legs then de-soldering 

them one at a time also your less likely to damage traces this way.)
Once the stock chip has been removed make sure the holes are nice and open a bit of flux will help with 

soldering the socket in.

Now insert the 28 pin socket and solder the pins into place.
Insert your new chip into the socket making sure the notch (half moon) is the correct direction.



Area to work with (mine is already chipped so can't show you what it looks like with stock chip and what it 

looks like once stock chip is removed)

Data logging port:
Pin-out left to right.

1: Earth
2: RX (receives data from computer)

3: 5V
4: TX (sends data to computer)

5: Nother
Only Earth,RX and TX are required to data log.
Data-logging requires a serial TTL converter.

Rom editors:
BRE

Turboedit

Data-logging programs:
Iv only been able to get BRE to work for data-logging and limited features in my own program.

-

http://ef-honda.com/ben/bre/maindoc/index.html
http://www.xenocron.com/te.php?page=te_cover
http://ef-honda.com/ben/bre/maindoc/index.html


OBD1:
Parts:

Chip 27SF256 or 27SF512 work well.
28pin dip socket

2X .004UF SMD resistors
2X .00001UF SMD resistors

74hc373 SMD latch

Chippable ECU:
P05
P06
P08
P30
P28
P74
P75

obd1 PR3
obd1 PR4

Difficulty 4/10 if latch is present 8/10 if latch isn't present.

Image from PGMFI.org 

Method:
If your ecu is one that doesn't have the latch present then that's the first part you should solder on. There are 
2 methods for this. Either use a 10 pin solid center ribbon cable. Solder each pin and make sure there are no 

bridges. Then solder the ribbon cable to the chip. The other method is to solder the chip directly onto the ecu. 
If you have the slim 74hc373 this is quite easy, If you have the non-slim 74hc373D this can be a bit harder 

but not impossible. It just requires you to bend the pins in a bit. Make sure you mount the latch in the correct 
direction.

http://www.activecomponents.com/Product-Logic-Flip-Flops,-Latches,-and-Registers-Tri-St-Octal-D-Type_177318.aspx
http://nz.element14.com/kemet/c1206c100j5gactu/capacitor-1206-10pf-50v-np0/dp/1414703?Ntt=CAP+CERAMIC+10PF+50V+NP0+1206
http://nz.element14.com/kemet/c1206c472k5rac-tu/capacitor-ceramic-4700pf-50v-x7r/dp/1613504
http://nz.element14.com/kemet/c1206c472k5rac-tu/capacitor-ceramic-4700pf-50v-x7r/dp/1613504


Once you have the latch soldered in you want to test to make sure all the pins are connected correctly.
Test pinout:
ECU - Latch

1-----20
3-----15
4-----12
5-----16
6-----19
7------9
8------6
9------5
10-----2
11-----3
12-----4
13-----7

14-----1 & 10
15-----8

16-----18
17-----17
18-----13
19-----14

(Pin 11 on the latch goes to pin 22 on the MCU)
Image from google



Once you have tested every pin and confirmed a connection you will want to solder in C91's resistor, This is 
right next to the latch and is a .00001UF SMD.

Now de-solder the holes for the socket using the de-soldering braid.
Once they are opened up solder C92's resistor in, This is on the back between the sockets pins. It is a .

00001UF SMD.

Now insert the socket in and solder up each pin make sure not to bride anything.

Once that is done solder in C50 and C49's resistor they are on the back above the sockets pins and are both .
004UF SMD's.

Now if your ecu is a auto and your cars a manual you will want to remove RP17 and RP18 then bridge RP18 
with a wire. These are in the bank of resistors on the back and just above the sockets pins.

To enable your ecu to use your new external rom instead of the inbuilt one you will need to bridge J1 with a 
wire. This is on the back and to the left of C50.

Socket
Latch

White is the MCU



Data-logging port  :  
Pinout top to bottom:

5: Nothing
4: TX
3: 5V
2: RX

1: Earth
Only Earth,RX and TX are required to data log.
Data-logging requires a serial TTL converter.

J4 needs to be unbridged to enable datalogging.

Rom editors:
Crome

Uberdata
Hondata

Data-logging programs:
Freelog

Hondalog
ECU control 

http://forum.pgmfi.org/viewforum.php?f=10
http://forum.pgmfi.org/viewforum.php?f=33
http://sourceforge.net/projects/freelog/
http://www.hondata.com/
http://wikitest.pgmfi.org/twiki/bin/view.pl/Home/SoftwareTools
http://www.tunewithcrome.com/


Tuning:
OBD0 and OBD1 without using inbuilt data-logging.

Intro:
I'm going to start off by saying this is my old method. There's no set way to do it since tuning is an art and 
many different methods can lead to the same master piece which is a good strong smooth running engine.

I may do write ups on the other methods such as using EGT sensors.
This info is for tuning wide open throttle only since to write out everything for part throttle tuning would 

take for ever, I may add it in the future tho.

Tools:
There are many different tools you can use, This information will be targeted to the most basic set up since theres so many different methods.

(hardware) LM1 with LMA-3 “LM2 will work also with a bit of re-jigging” 
(software) Logworks3

(hardware) Wideband O2 sensor
(hardware) RPM Inductive pick-up 

(hardware) Dyno
(hardware) Chip burner

(hardware) 27SF512 Chip
(hardware) Socketed ECU

(software) Bre or Crome dependent on obd0 or obd1
(hardware) Vac pipe with T join

(hardware) A helper
(hardware) Det can

Setting up:
Connecting the car to the dyno (will be different for hub dynos).

Center the car on the dyno by letting it idle roll and turning the steering wheel, It will move in the opposite 
direction (Keep the hand brake off during this steep).

Once centred pull the hand brake up and turn the car off.
Now hop out of the car and tie it down to make sure it's not going to move off to the side while your doing a 

run.
Don't let your helper do this since your the one driving so you should take the responsibility.

Next pop the bonnet and connect the vac pipe and T join. Now connect the inductive clamp to number 1 
spark plug wire.

Take a zip tie and make sure both these things arnt going to rest on hot or moving parts.

Now before closing the bonnet take a block of wood and place it above the head light on the metal so it 
keeps the bonnet open a little bit which helps air flow.

Start the car up and get your helper to hold the revs at 2500 so you can check that the inductive rpm clamp is 
picking up the correct RPM and is set to 4 cylinder mode.

If that checks out let the car warm up to full operating temperature, While this is happening you can open up 
logworks and set that up ready to record your first run.

By now all the condensation should be out of the exhaust so you can connect the wideband o2 sensor to the 
end of the exhaust.

(be careful handling this as it can burn you)

Get it to connect in real time logging mode, I set the record trigger to 920mbar or grater and the stop 
recording at below 919mbar.

Now that everything is ready for the first run turn the cooling fans for the dyno and the room on so theres a 
nice flow of cold air directed towards the cars radiator.



Method:
AFR:

First off we want to get the AFR to be nice and smooth I personally aim for 13.2-13.4 on a NA car running 
pump gas. To do this we take the car for a run on the dyno runing a base map.

Make sure logworks is ready for its first run. Slowly drive it up to 1400rpm and in 4th gear. Once your 
around 1400rpm put your foot flat and push the switch to load the dyno at the same time.

Logworks will read that the vac has shot right up to 980mbar+ and will start to record the AFR vs RPM. The 
dyno will be in load mode where it will apply load against the engine and measures the power output.

I let off the gas 200rpm before the revlimiter at which the vac jumps down to 114mbar or less and logworks 
stops recording.

Let the car cool down a for a few secs then turn it off and review the log. (can't remember the exact buttons  
off the top of my head)

While viewing the log I like to change the view mode to coloums and change the resolution to to 400rpm 
averages instead of every 50rpm.

Save this as run1.

Open up the tuning program (BRE or Crome) and make changes to the fuel columns as needed using the log 
from logworks as your guide. Iv gotten quite good at this and can get it very close on the first guess.

Save the modified map, remove the chip from the ECU and erase it.
Then burn the new modified map to the chip in the 0X8000 section.

Click verify to make sure its burnt correctly.
Now click new log in logworks, Save the run on the dyno and repeat the same process.

It takes me 3-4 runs to get the AFR perfect under WOT which takes about 30mins. You will also notice youv 
picked up some more power on the places that were running rich or very lean.

Ignition timing:
Now that the AFR is perfect you can concentrate on advancing the ignition timing to the point it makes the 

most power.
I dont use logworks for this bit and only require the dyno and the det can (its just a DIY one but works  

perfectly)
Its just a matter of trial and error advancing the timing in the map and re-burning the chip each time while 

doing run after run. Once peak power is found for a RPM and ignition timing I retard it 1.5 degrees for 
safety. I dont normally hear any det with the det can untill its way too advanced and makes less than peak 

power. So the det can isnt really needed and it could be done with a dyno alone, I like it just so I can stop a 
run if I hear any since I don't want to risk damaging a newly built engine

Also take note to tell the cars owner that they can't run fuel with a lower octane then what was in it during the tune as it will cause 
DET to happen, Also mark the dizzy so you know exactly where it was during the tuning. It should be in stock position tho if your 

helper did there job correctly before bringing it up to the dyno. 

Notes:
The engine should be reset to stock ignition timing with a timing light before any dyno work is done. It's also 
a good idea to check oil and coolant levels. The use of a Rom Emulator and the inbuilt data-logging of BRE 

or Crome greatly speeds up tuning.



Tuning Maps In HEX (P13):
Intro:

This will be using a P13 from a H22a for example but it can be done with any map if you know the conversion formulas 
and Hex locations. If you don't know them that's not so much of a problem as you can use basic maths if you know the 
variables and look for pattens to figure out those locations. To make it a bit easier to understand Hex values will be blue 

and Dec values green, they will also be underlined.

Tools:
HxD (free software)

Analyze (free software)
Calculator that can do hex/dec (XP upwards has a built in one)

Getting Hex locations:
I'm not going to go into too much depth with this bit as there is just so much to learn and you would be better reading up 

on google or getting a book from the library.

So you have a ROM image you want to edit but there are no tuning programs and you don't know where to 
start. Don't worry as you can easily make small changes with a hex editor even if you are a beginner.

So lets get started on finding those locations.
Open Analyzer. It's in German so you won't understand the buttons but you don't need to.

Click Fichier (AKA File)
Click Ouvrir (AKA Open)

Then open your ROM image.

Make sure Colonnes is set to 10 (means column and 10 is how wide it should display most maps will be set 
to this for NA cars. 16 is common for turbo cars)

Next set precision to 1 (this makes the program read each byte instead of word)

Basic Hex Info:
Hex has a digit range from 0 to f.

It works like this:
Code:
0 = 0
1 = 1
2 = 2
3 = 3
4 = 4
5 = 5
6 = 6
7 = 7
8 = 8
9 = 9
a = 10
b = 11
c = 12
d = 13
e = 14
f = 15

http://wikitest.pgmfi.org/twiki/bin/view.pl/Library/NicoAnalyze
http://mh-nexus.de/en/hxd/


The main 3 things we will be working with are:
byte which = 2 digits 

And word which = 4.

These are normally converted to DEC (decimal) since that's what we understand more with normal 
maths and is what's taught at school.

This should be enough to understand hex enough to edit ROMs but if you want to know more check 
out.

Hexadecimal - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
/Basic Hex Info

Now lets get back to finding those locations.
Analyze displays things in DEC so if 255 is shown that means in HEX we would be seeing FF which 

is blank space. This is normally used as padding around the fuel and ignition maps so it can make 
finding them a bit easier. Also another way to make identifying fuel and ignition maps easier is that 
they have a paten to them. Fuel maps start off low and work there way up higher so the colours in 
Analyze can be used since lower numbers show yellow and work there way up to red as they get 

higher.

The ignition maps have a pattern to them also. Low RPM has less ignition timing then high rpm and 
low load has more ignition timing then high load.

Here is what the ignition timing map looks like in Analyze.

It can take quite a bit of experience and time to locate the locations of stuff so instead of going any 
deeper then this ill get on to the actual changing of the data.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexadecimal


LOW IGNITION = 0x63f8
HIGH IGNITION = 0x659C

LOW FUEL = 0x60AA
HIGH FUEL = 0x6172

REVCUT1 = 0x540f (normally High cam revlimit)
REVRES1 = 0x540B (where recut disables)

REVCUT2 = 0x5407 (normally Low cam revlimit)
REVRES2 = 0x5403

Some times there will be a third rev limit for if the engine is cold, This can be exploited to make a 
launch control but im keeping this info simple so I wont go into that.

LO LOAD VTEC ON = 0x35AE
LO LOAD VTEC OFF = 0x35A9
HI LOAD VTEC ON = 0x35A2

HI LOAD VTEC OFF = 0x359D 
SPEED LIMIT = 0x2EAC

Some maps have up to 3 speed limits for different conditions this can also be exploited to create 
launch control.

IAB ON = 0x1B96
IAB OFF = 0x1B9B

That's all the important locations to a P13.

Making Changes:
Here is where you open your ROM image in a HEX editor. HxD is my personal choice since its free 

and has all the functions we need.

The first thing we will change is the speed limiter.
With the ROM image open click Search then GoTo.

Type in 2EAC (which is shown above as 0x2EAC but you can trim the 0x off it)

If you have a stock P13 ROM image then at this location you should see B4

We need to convert this to DEC so open your calculator. Click View and change it to programmer.
    It should look like this.



Click Hex in the left hand selection.
Now enter what was displayed at 2EAC (B4).

Don't push equals, instead go back and change Hex to Dec. It will display 180 which is what the speed 
limiter is. Since the P13 only uses byte for its speed limiter the highest we can set this is 255.

*Note*
Some ROMS use word instead of byte for storing the speed 
limiter and others use conversions such as Nissan which 

multiply the stored valve by 50. This allows a higher speed 
limiter. 

Now if we want to change this ill use 200 for example, While in Dec mode type 200. Then go back to Hex 
mode. This will display C8 Now go back to the Hex editor and change B4 to C8 and your speed limiter will 

now be 200kph instead of 180kph.

REV Limiter changes:
Now lets get on to changing the rev limit.

We go to (540f) in hex editor.
This is F4 in hex and 244 in Dec so we need to work on a conversion.

We know that the rev limiter for the h22a is 7684rpm so 7684X244 = 1874896 we round this up to 1875000 
and thats our conversion.

Code:
1875000/ (Dec RPM) = True RPM

1875000 / 244 = 7684
The rev limiter likes to have round numbers so have to pick carefully.

So if we wanted a 8000rpm rev limiter we would have to select 8013 instead so the maths works out 
nice and rounded.

so 187500/8013 = 233 which = E9 in hex so we would change the F4 to E9. And there's your first rev 
limiter changed.

Be sure to change the rev resume also other wise you will get a really slow rev limiter. Normally just 
changing the high cam rev limiter is all that you need to do with the rev limiter.

The low rev limiter (low cam) AKA REV CUT2 works in the same way.

IAB changes:
Now that you're getting the hang of it I wont have to go into so much detail with the IAB. It's at 

(1B96) and is a byte as well.

The conversion for it is.
Code:

IAB = (((IAB DEC)- 128) * 1875000 / 30000);
And then to convert your changed value back.

Code:
New Value = ((New value) * 30000 / 1875000 + 128);

Remember to convert it back to Hex from DEC.
And be sure to change the IAB disengage that works the same.



Low/High ignition changes:
Lets get on to changing the low ignition vales.

These are stored at (63f8) so go there in your hex editor.
It looks more confusing then it is since they don't start at the beginning of your hex editor and they are 

only 10 wide. And there are 20 sets.
This is what the first set looks like.

As we can see these are Hex values so we need to convert them to Dec.
So we take 55 and convert it which is 85 in Dec. Which is obviously not the true value so we need to 

use a conversion. All Honda obd1 maps are the same so here is the conversion.

Code:
Ignition value = ((Dec value) - 24) / 4

And this will come out as 15.25 if you used 85 as your Dec value.
Just be sure to change your calculator to standard or open a new window to one since in programmer 

mode it doesn't do decimal points and would just round it to 15.

And remember there are 20 sets of 10 and that makes up the ignition table.

To convert it back you should be able to work out even if you know only the most basics of maths but 
in case you don't ill write it out for you.

Code:
DEC Ignition value = ((new value) * 4) + 24.
The high ignition is the same and that is stored at (659C).

*Note* 
It make it a lot easier if you put everything into a spread 

sheet and set it to do the conversions automatically for you. 
Low/High fuel changes:

Now that you can make changes to the ignition tables the fuel tables should be even easier to do.

They are pretty much the same so go to (60AA) in your hex editor.
They are also 10 wide and 20 sets.
Here is what the first set looks like.

As always we need to convert the Hex values to Dec.
So take 80 and convert it to dec which is 128.

No one knows the conversion to make the fuel maps comparable to other chippable obd1 ECUs

PHP Code:
*note* 

This is why people say you can't chip P13s even tho you can, 
They just haven't done any research or they tried to open the 

map in crome and it comes up with garbage data. 

http://nzhondas.com/forum/members/bmgjet-albums-1493-picture14625-fuel.html


But that isn't really much of a problem. We can just make changes in its raw mode. Higher number = more 
fuel so just work with it like that.

Remember to convert your Dec values back to Hex before you make any changes.

The high fuel map is the same it is stored at (6172)

Vtec engage changes:
I will only tell you how to change the engage a disengage of the high load vtec. I wont bother going over the 

low load since it's the same as the high load and if you've read this far you should be able to do it without 
instruction now.

So lets go to the high vtec location in our hex editor, This is at (35A2)
On the stock rom this will be CF we convert that to Dec which is 207 obviously its going to need to be 

converted.
The conversion for this is

Code:
True RPM = (((Dec value) - 128) * 1875000 / 30000)

So if we took our 207 we would go.
207 - 128 = 79

79
79 * 1875000 = 148125000 148125000 / 30000 = 4937 Converting it back is simple enough.

Code:
((New RPM) * 30000 / 1875000 + 128) = Dec Value

Then remember to convert that to Hex.
The vtec disengage works exactly the same but its normally set a little bit lower then the engage point.

Thats it for tuning in hex for now. 



1 wire to 4 wire O2 sensor:
Notes:

You will need to have your ecu chipped to enable the o2 heater function, on stock maps they have it 
disabled if you're running a 1 wire o2 sensored car.

O2 sensor loom colours arnt all the same iv seen a few different combinations already.
Some with green instead of green/white. And some with just black instead of black/orange and 

black/yellow.

Car effected  :   
(probably more but these are the only ones iv seen so far)

EG8 d15b P08 vtec
EG8 d15b P05 non-vtec
EG8 d16a p27 non-vtec

Parts needed:
4 wire o2 sensor plug from loom.

4 wire o2 sensor
Some wire

(small case) SMT 2N4401 switching transistor.
(large case) NTE2361 NPN switching transistor.

Tools needed:
Solder

Soldering iron
Wire stripper
heat shrink

electrical tape

Method:
ECU:

(small case)
First start by modifying your ecu to added the needed transistor.

This is Q15 and it is on the rear of your ECU. It's a SMT 2N4401 switching transistor.



Now close the ecu back up.

(large case)
First start by modifying your ecu to added the needed transistor.

This is Q30 and it is on the top just under the number 5 in the center of your ECU. It's a NTE2361 
NPN switching transistor.

Now close the ecu back up.

Loom
From now on it's the same for small or large case.
Now you need to add the 4 wire O2 sensor plug.

Pin-out for this is
Code:
[1][2]
[3][4]
1 is green/white
2 is white
3 is black/orange
4 is black/yellow



O2 sensor side but loom side is the same.

All wires should be stripped then soldered and heat shrink wrapped. I also like to put some electrical tape over all 
the final wires and tape them up so they have extra protection.

[1] Now connect pin 1 green/white to one of the green/white wires at the following places.
TPS or Intake Air Temp. They have the same circuit.

[2] Next connect pin2 the white to the 1 wire o2 sensors white wire.
[3] Now connect pin3 black/orange to pin A6 on the ECU, You will need to run a new wire into 

the car to connect it.

It's the largest connector on the ecu.

Image from google

[4] Finally connect pin4 black/yellow wire to one of the black/yellow wires at the following 
places.

IACV, Fuel Injectors or EVAP Purge they share the same circuit.

Iv plugged the 4 wire o2 sensor in to the stock position on the manifold of the 1 wire sensor 
and had no problems so far. But I guess problems could arise from the added heat and it 

maybe better to change to a manifold that has the sensor in the lower position like the 4 wires 
ones come stock.



Outro:

This information is a collection of my knowledge (BMGJET).
It is presented as is and any damage caused by the use of it is at your own risk. This is only 
scratching the surface of what I know about Honda's, Further Volumes could be created or 

discontuned without notice.

This info or any part of can be shared freely as long as it is provided free of charge with no 
personal gain, Also full credit must be given to the writer/creator (BMGJET)

If this info has been helpful to you please think about donating.

 click the button below, Any amount is greatly appreciated and will help to contribute to 
future information and research.

Or

http://donate.bmgjet.com/

Thank you for reading.

Credit:
All Credit goes to

Brendan Gecse AKA BMGJET

http://donate.bmgjet.com/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=TGCM9BT4DYURN

